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Why him why her test

Dr. Helen Fisher I transformed a scientific test from Dr. Helen Fisher's absolutely fascinating book, Why He???s Why She? finds true love by understanding your personality type, to a text format that you can use anywhere you can edit text, whether it's a word processor or a Facebook note. This highly scientific test gives you a lot of insight into the nature of
your personality, who you fall for and why, and what you want and do is not necessarily the same thing, so you can decide if it is what you are looking for. It's designed to be used for singles looking for love, but I think it's just as interesting for couples to do it rather than single. Dr Fisher tested the results against an existing couple to test the theory. I'm sure
the results a couple get will make for an interesting discussion. It's not an argument, it's an argument! The test is also a core .com used by Chemistry's highly successful matchmaking site, which has been a talking point in that scene for several years, when more than 7 million people were tested. If you want a full, serious test, you need to give some personal
information, but you can do .com chemistry for free. However, I still need to reaffirm my interpretation of the results because I have more information than the site gives you, from Dr. Fisher's book and other sources from which she provided additional information. To use this test in your Facebook notes, select and copy everything under the dotted line. Create
a new Facebook note and paste it into it. If you want to be a little more intrigued by Dr. Helen Fisher's Why Him/Why Is It a Test for Her Personality Test Love, or if you want to be a little more intrigued, name it like who I am, someone I love. Or make your own name. Then follow the instructions for what you pasted. Tag friends who want to try this note. For
some friends, it will be fun to know the consequences. For others, you will find that you have already been made for each other! But if you have already been taken, please!  Have fun! You can also click on the link below and print the following text in PDF and export it on paper: text and instructions on why to do her test. PDF I'm in a quagmire right now with
work and gifts, so I plan to get a self-tallying version of Excel between Christmas and New Year, 2011. For such a more introverted Facebook note, it's much less intense, but see —————————— copy all the text under your notes ———————————— to ————————————. If you don't want to erase my answer before copying and filling
out this note, you can get the original note at . This is Dr.Fisher's reason he/why she tests her for your personality type and the type you fall for. It is highly scientific and has been used by more than 7 million users .com matchmaking sites such as Chemistry. Read each statement and select the number that best describes the contract at the next scale. Note
that 0 = strongly opposite 1 = agree 2 = agree 3 = strongly agree numeric choices from zero to 3. Before the statement, place a selection of each statement. Try to answer as honestly as you can for who you are, not who you want to be. SCALE 1 – I find unpredictable situations exhilarating - I do things on the spur of the moment - I get bored when I have to
do the same familiar things - I have a very wide range of interests - I'm more optimistic than most people - I'm more creative than most people - I'm always looking for new experiences - I'm always looking for new experiences - I I'm always looking for new experiences - I'm always looking for new experiences - I'm always looking for new experiences - I'm
always looking for new experiences - I'm looking for new experiences - I spur on the moment - I get bored when I have to do the same familiar things. I'm always doing new things - I'm more enthusiastic than most people - I'm willing to take risks to do what I want to do - I have to stay home for a long time and am calm - my friends will say I'm very curious - I
have more energy than most people - on my vacation, whatever looks like a fun SCALE 2 I like to do it freely - I think a consistent routine keeps life orderly and relaxed - I thoroughly consider (and rethink) all options before planning - people need to act according to established standards of appropriate behaviour - the way I enjoy planning ahead - in general, I
think it's important to follow the rules - Taking care of my possessions is a top priority for me - my friends and family will say I have traditional values - I tend to pay close attention to my duties - I tend to be cautious. But people should behave in a morally correct way - it's important to respect authority - I'd rather have more loyal friends than interesting friends -
long established habits need to be respected and preserved - I like to work easily to complete task SCALE 3 SCALE 3 - I make complex machines easier Understanding - I enjoy competitiveness Conversation - I am intrigued by the rules and patterns that govern the system - I am more analytical and logical than most people - I pursue intellectual topics
thoroughly and regularly - I can solve problems without disturbing emotions - I like to understand how things work - I have a tough mind - The argument is good How to match my wits with others - I have no problem making a choice, even if some options seem equally good at first - I want to know all of its technical features when buying a new machine
(camera, computer, car, etc.) - I want to avoid nuances and say exactly what I mean - I like to stick to the facts rather than be sneering at people's emotions when I make a decision4 - I want to know the deepest needs and feelings of my friends - I value deep emotional intimacy very much in my relationships - regardless of the logical, I generally listen to my
mind when making important decisions - I often catch myself daydreaming - I can easily change my mind - After watching an emotional movie, I still after a few hours Often impressed - I vividly imagine that both wonderful and terrible things are happening to me - I am very sensitive to people's emotions and needs - I often get lost in my thoughts during the day
and feel deeper emotions than most - I have a vivid imagination - I wake up from vivid dreams and take a few seconds to get back to reality - reading, I am a beautiful writer, Or enjoy it when you take a sidetrack to say something meaningful - I put it right with a very empathetic sum of your answers for Scale 1: this is how much of a personality type you have
on Explorer. They are attracted to other explorers. Put to the right with the sum of scale 2 answers: how much of a builder's personality type. They are attracted to other builders. Put it right with a total of scale 3 answers: this is how much of a director personality type you have. They are attracted to negotiators. Put it right with the sum of your answers for
scale 4: this is how much of a negotiator's personality type you have. They are attracted to directors. Identify the highest and second highest totals as primary and secondary personality types, respectively. Replace the first quoted word in the two numbered sentences below (keep the cap). Identify attractions by primary and secondary personality types
above. Replace the second quoted word in the two numbered sentences below (keep the cap). 1. I am a primary/secondary combination. 2. I am most attracted to primary/secondary combinations as well as 100% personality types that are primarily PRIMARY or secondary. See to interpret the results. If you want, you can paste the section you want to apply
to yourself in your notes, but leave this instruction for others to do the same. The page supports posting a personality test for love by Dr. Helen Fisher, transboting it into a Facebook note. If you happened here without knowing about other posts or topics, try trying it out. If you were here after you completed your Facebook notes, you can copy and enhance
what you want to add here. I recommend grabbing a section with headers of your two main personality types: Explorer, Builder, Director and Negotiator. You might want to limit what you cut too, because it might make for a long note, but I think it's all very interesting. The rest is additional information for your curiosity.I want to know more. Some good general
advice from Dr. Fisher appears near the end, along with a video of the story she told at the TED conference. According to Dr. Helen Fisher, we each have four personality types: Explorer, Builder, Director and Negositer. Their sources are highly active between the two sex hormones (testosterone and estrogen) and two neurotransmitters (dopamine and
serotonin). Four dominant two personalities, the two you had the two highest scores, are the most influential in defining who you are. So the way I need to read the primary/secondary results is to slur them together, like I do in Director Explorer. Slash (/) does not mean or . Similarly, both types become natural secondary preferences, but matches should be
read the same way, just as you prefer the type of negotiator explorer (negotiator first person) and the explorer second type rather than negotiator or explorer. As for attractiveness, Dr. Fisher found that some personality types are attracted to complementary opposition, while others are attracted to similar types that strengthen each other. This explains the
great debate about whether opposition attracts or whether birds of the same feather flock together. But, of course, there are other factors in play. Dr. Fisher openly points it out that you tend to fall in love with someone from the same socioeconomic background, the same general level of intelligence, the same general level of good looks, the same religious
values. But you walk into a room where everyone meets those requirements and you won't fall in love with all of them!... We tend to fall in love with someone who can give us what they need in exchange for giving them what they need. Timing is important, proximity is important. Dr. Fisher is not trying to take pleasure out of dating to understand things exactly,
but to make presales so that you don't have to kiss a lot of frogs. Below are some descriptions of each personality type from Dr. Fisher's test. I'm writing some information myself while grabbing other bits from these various sources that I thought complemented each other well: I also contain information about each type of natural attraction that people really
want to know. The way I interpret natural attraction is that these natural matches tend to be statistically, most easily befriended in the long run, and most permanent as a couple. This is a statistical trend summary, not an overall statement that applies to everyone by any means. There are other factors that make each of us each one of us different from
another person of the same personality type. But if you need to bet on things, bet on those natural matches consistently to make money in the long run. Last one note. Chemistry.com site test locationDr. Fisher now retrieves her data from more than 7 million members, and scores of all personality types are added together to make the whole thing. Next, each
type of score is divisiond * in this whole to obtain a percentage of the advantage that each has. For example, 31% director, 27% explorer, 26% negotiator, 16% builder. Such a balanced profile not only has a lack of personality advantage, but also left that person with three of the four key factors for mismatches, not two for most people. However, when the
person needs to play chameleon, because of the actual situation that requires it to work with a certain other person, it is not difficult for the person to do so and is less tired than others who are so balanced. Just think about it. *Chemistry.com Test has some other questions, including photos with factors throughout with unknown metering factors, but I can't
duplicate it, so we'll work on the book test for the post this post supports. Explorers are the product of high dopamine activity (associated with curiosity and sequiloth). Explorers are curious, creative, adventurous, sexual, impulsive and self-reliant. They are also known for not being easily waved to opinions, with high energy, novelty, risk and pleasure seeking
a way. In one sampling (39,913 profiles), Dr. Fisher found that 26.0% were explorers. The gender difference was 27.1% for men and 26.1% for women, but it was statistically significant due to the large sample size. It is small, but still, not surprising because of the dominant chemicals, dopamine, neurotransmitters, not sex hormones like testosterone or
estrogen. Explorers want the stimulation and newness of big cities, says Dr. Fischer, who suspects President Barack Obama is an explorer. He has charm, and explorers have the charm to kill. The high dopamine type is comfortable in his own skin. Look at Obama's move. It is beautiful. Other famous explorers include President John F. Kennedy, Boris
Yeltsin, Helen Keller (who was quite an explorer!), Ernest Hemingway, Alfred Tennyson and Robert Schumann. Unsurprisingly, explorers are a pretty creative bunch. The top .com Explorer uses in chemistry profiles is adventure. (178,000 profile samples) Explorers live rich and diverse lives, even energetic and calm people who see time in a different way
than most others. They move fast. Their natural curiosity brings them out to all sorts of different situations where they can come up with new ideas, practice their theories and generate new ideas. Shifting attention from one issue to another is not a problem for them and always seeks more thrillsin their lives. Their adventurous streak sometimes tends to cause
them to take unnecessary risks and break the law more often than other types. But with the help of those around them, they can also make excellent scientists and athletes - they certainly have the hunger and dedication these jobs require. Explorers are very likeable people with a generous heart and a happy attitude towards life and the people around them.
They have a playful nature and can enjoy a sensual and hedonistic life. At the same time, they are unpredictable and hard to rely on, which does not make them good marriage material. They don't tend to routine and don't tolerate boredom very well. Their impatience can make them selfish companions because they generally don't bend themselves to
anyone's rules. Explorer is drawn on other Explorers. In a survey of 28,128 anonymous Chemistry.com members paired with another member, male explorers prioritized female explorers by 41%, while preferring at least 16% more directors. Female explorers had an even greater preference at 46%, but even preferred one of the other three categories. Its
general non-preference for other categories can be attributed to explorer flexibility, curiosity, and trying anything just once. The proposed reasoning behind the explorers being drawn to other explorers because they crave excitement. They want optimism, impulsivity and curiosity from their partners. Explorer/Explorer matches are generally strong because
they love adventure and want their partners to share se9ness. However, there can be problems with this match. Both are willing to tolerate risk, so the two explorers can find themselves in dire situations. And because explorers are usually less introverted, the pair often avoid difficult arguments. However, typical explorers of adventurous nature have a
completely different way of propagating genes compared to other matches made through stable family units. Dr Fischer says it's the explorer's appeal that's curious from an evolutionary point of view. Who takes care of babies on their way to Everest or in drug-taking bars or libraries reading spinoza? But people who express a lot of dopamine, sensory
seekers, tend to get married more often. I started looking at different Darwinian strategies - different babies with different partners. It is very adaptable because they are creating more genetic diversity in their young. Builder Builder Builder is a product with high serotonin activity (associated with sosy and mild emotions). Builders are calm, persistent, loyal,
traditional, supportive, social and administrative. They are also usually very popular, consistent, protective, deeply attached to the home,Low anxiety. In one sampling (39,913 profiles), Dr Fisher found that 28.6% were builders. The gender difference was 27.6% for men and 29.4% for women, but was statistically significant due to the large sample size. The
relatively small difference was not surprising because the dominant chemical, serotonin, is a neurotransmitter, not a sex hormone like testosterone or estrogen. Compare the results to 2010 of directors and negotiators with dominant sex hormone chemicals and look at the differences. Builders live in the suburbs and countryside. They want grass and
neighborhoods and want to be part of a PTA, Says Dr. Fisher. Famous builders include President George Washington, the builder's excellence, as Dr. Fisher says in her book. She practically dedicated the builder's chapter to George, so she meant it too! The .com used by builders in chemistry profiles is family. Builders (178,000 profile samples) are
considered calm, relationships, affable and social open with the skills of good people. The reason builders tend to succeed in most social situations is that they find fun and relaxing. Duty and loyalty are among the traits they appreciate, so they love socializing and have close circles of friends. Their loyalty to friends and family is often absolute. Builders are
prudent and cautious people. They often don't stick their heads in their heels on new adventures. They are not dreamers with heads in the clouds. They think specifically. They are well prepared and do not tend to make the same mistake twice. Builders also tend to be very sensible when it comes to business and money issues. They like to be safe and
secure, so things are always the perfect order around them and they plan well ahead. Tradition and social norms are important to builders. They hold moral standards with very high ratings. They are not easily boring or distracting, they become organized, trustworthy and hardworking. Others tend to look to them when they need to. They can really be
regarded as pillars of the community. At the same time, because of their preference for doing things in the right way, they can become hostile to other solutions. They are considered very smart, even stubborn people who don't let go of their plans easily. Their need for order, rules and regulation is not the best basis for se999. They are very easily pessimistic,
too rigid and too literal to delve into taking things. Builders usually fall for other builders. In a survey of 28,128 anonymous Chemistry.com members paired with another member, male builders prioritized female builders by 38%, while preferring at least 15% of negotiators. 35% of female builders preferred male buildersThey also prefer negotiators of at least
16 percent or more. The distaste for negotiators seems to be between literal and figurative, tradition and theoretical, practicality and idealism. Also, the universal aversion to supervision was probably not community-oriented, not community-oriented, but a universal aversion to independence and individualism. Builders are most likely to marry each other to say
they are happy with their marriage and less likely to divorce than other combinations. Builders like to bring people and communities together and enjoy working together. They have successfully built a large circle of close friends and made wise decisions about money, family and emotions. They value security beyond almost everything. Dr. Fisher says of each
other's preferences of builders: They're not going to tolerate other types. They are traditional, managerial. These are 50 years of marriage. They are going to have five children. It's easy to explain from a Darwinian point of view. Director directors are products of high testosterone activity (associated with independence and rational thinking). Female directors
are certainly not uncommon (1/10 of women, 1/20 of the total population). Directors are analytical, decisive, focused, inventive, competitive, independent and strategic minded. They are also bold, original, direct, nonconforming, skilled in abstract thinking and short-term planning, often insistive, tough and efficient. In one sampling (39,913 profiles), Dr. Fisher
found only 16.3% of directors. The gender gap was 24.8% for men and 9.7% for women. This difference was large due to the large sampling size and the resulting small error, but it should not be surprising. Dominant chemicals, testosterone, sex hormones produced by both men and women, compare dominant.comparative results in men with 2008 results of
explorers and builders, have dominant neurotransmitter chemicals, to see the difference.Dr. Fisher suspects John McCain is an aggressive high testosterone director. She says I saw a picture of McCain and noticed that his fourth finger was much longer than his second. Directors are who they are. Other famous directors included Albert Einstein, Bill Gates,
Hillary Clinton (whose partner Bill is a negotiator) and Dr. Phil McGrow. The top .com the director uses in chemistry profiles is intelligence. (178,000 profile samples) The main feature of the director is competitiveness. It is important to be the best of all the things they try. They usually achieve it too. Practical, tough and decisive directors will not be surprised by
difficult situations. On the contrary, even in the face of difficult choices, they can keep their level heads and quickly raise their heads. DirectorRational analysis, logical reasoning and objectivity do not tend to fall into many traps. They tend to be careful, pay a lot of attention to detail and often focus on minutiae details of their lives. This makes their lives easier
while they are heading towards that particular goal, and they rarely waste time on their way to reach it. Directors adopt a theoretical approach. They are not afraid to come up with new ideas and work their way into their solutions. If that means they have to make unpopular decisions, so be it. Dangerous methods do not disturb them at all. Their persistence is
often the key to their success. The director doesn't have any problems understanding how the machine works or how the system works, so he offers great features on his computer. Good math and biology skills often give them the opportunity to succeed in the worlds of finance, medicine and architecture, but they are also good at sports and music. Even if
their interests are narrow, they tend to pursue them deeply and thoroughly. However, directors are often thought to be coldly calculating those who want to work to reach their goals, regardless of who needs to trample on them to achieve them. Their social skills are not great and they rarely strive to look more social or affable. They may look distant and cold,
but they tend to please those who may be useful to them. A director's success can make them overly confident and arrogant. Their accuracy and hourly guard are uncompromising, and their correctness may seem disrespectful. You may also miss the nuances of social situations and personal feelings because you don't tend to reflect on things. But at the
same time, they are dedicated and loyal and interested in sharing their ideas, so that the director can make close friends. They can be very protective of what they love. Directors take dating seriously and their intentions are clear. And sparks fly in the bedroom - the director has a high sex drive. From (I Chemistry.com, I should share, if you have texts for other
personalities.com! To the point. Therefore, make sure to give potential partners the time they need to express themselves. You will probably be surprised at their logic and intelligence. Your competitive mind is helpful in the office, but it doesn't work on dates unless you can find people you like to challenge and argue with. If it happens, go for it. Otherwise, be
proactive in listening. Aim to investigate some of the gray areas in exhilarating conversations. I don't see much of the world in black and white. They make a job and a play Try to get your assignments out of your headOn a date — You can really enjoy downtime with your partner. Schedule enough time to get to know someone. Try looking directly into your
partner's eyes during the conversation. Many people find this anchor gaze a powerful form of intimacy. Directors are drawn to negotiators, and vice versa. In a survey of 28,128 anonymous Chemistry.com members paired with another member, male directors preferred female negotiators by 38% and builders by at least 16%. Female directors preferred male
negotiators at 37%, similar to male preferences, and builders at least 19%. Builders are likely to be too traditional and cautious for bold and unconventional directors. The theory that directors and negotiators d'art each other is because they compliment each other. Negotiators look at the big picture and the director focuses on a small part of the puzzle.
Negotiators are adept at looking at all angles without taking action, and while directors are decisive, they don't often analyze auxiliary data. The two types are also socially compatible. Negotiators are good at smoothing over inappropriate comments by directors, and directors praise the diplomatic nature of negotiators. Dr. Fisher says of the director/negosiator
match: they need each other's skills. Indecisiveness needs to be decisive. A tough heart requires a gentle heart. Negotiator negotiators are products of high estrogen activity (related to intuition and creativity). However, this does not mean that men have nothing to do with estrogen. The negotiators are imaginative, verbal, intuitive, idealistic, comfortable and
introverted. They are excellent at seeing the big picture, long-term planning and consensus building while being flexible, socially skilled, empathizing and nurturing. In one sampling (39,913 profiles), Dr. Fischer found that only 29.1% were negotiators. The gender gap was 20.4% for men and 35.8% for women. This difference was large due to the large
sampling size and the resulting small error, but it should not be surprising. Dominant chemicals, estrogen, sex hormones produced by both men and women, but dominant in women. The dominant neurotransmitter has chemicals, to see the difference. Famous directors include Oprah Winfrey, Charles Darwin, fictional Sherlock Holmes and their creators,
Arthur Conan Doyle, Leo Tolstoy, Mohandas Callumchand Gandhi, and Bill Clinton (combined with Hillary Clinton's director to negotiate that they continued their marriage after the Lewinsky affair). Chemistry.com top word used by negotiators in their profiles is passion. (178,000 profile samples) The main characteristics of negotiators are:As their name
suggests, how they deal with people and social situations. They are very good with people and almost instinctively have a strong insight into their hearts and minds, knowing what others are thinking and feeling. They are good at reading facial expressions, gestures, postures and voice tones. As much as negotiators are interested in others, they are also
interested in reading themselves, where they become very introverted and self-analytical. They like to find behind reasons such as their actions, words, thoughts, motivations, hidden meanings, etc. Also, in relationships, we tend to spend a long time deeply analyzing the strengths and weaknesses of matches. All this does not mean that they are rigid in their
way. On the contrary, they are very flexible mentally and weigh all the pros and cons before reaching a decision. This gives you the opportunity to choose how to react to something and how to proceed in different ways. The negotiator's way of thinking is never linear, but rather contextual, expanding to width rather than length. This makes you very tolerant of
all kinds of ambiguity. Negotiators are considered intuitive and creative and have a solid and theoretical way of thinking. They are good in words, being fluent, quick, innovative and broad. They are also very comfortable, easy to respond to, caring, socially minded, patient, friendly, authentic, serious and diplomatic. But the way negotiators do things has its
drawbacks. Because they cannot conflict, they sometimes look spine-like. Instead of lowering their feet, they can work behind someone's back and turn to secret means. While they contemplate the means of action, the situation can pass them by and sometimes get out of their hands. In a romantic relationship, a careful reconstruction of every step, word,
action and thought, going again and again to come up with the most subtle meaning behind it is very stesty and cumbersome. Negotiators are drawn to directors, and vice versa. In a survey of 28,128 Chemistry.com members paired with another member, male negotiators prioritized female directors by 40% and at least builders by 20%. But there was a
similar non-preference for explorers and other negotiators, as male negotiators might feel he could negotiate his way through other predicaments or perhaps outside. Female negotiators, on the other hand, preferred male directors at 36 percent, but had a strong dislike for explorers, preferring just 14 percent of the time. However, Dr Fischer pointed out that
there were not enough negosiator/explorer pairs in the sample to determine if this was a reliable conclusion. D'etre, but if so, Dr Fisher speculates that male explorers will probably recall the 'bad boy' to female negotiatorsI knew it in high school and college. For more information on why directors and negotiators are drawn to each other, see the director's
matching comments. However, it is very important to note that, aside from matching statistics and possibilities, Dr. Fisher firmly believes that all 10 combinations will work. As long as the partners continue to respect each other, they can all be great in the book, and I'm like, Do you want to get along with the director, ask him what you think. Do you want to get
along with Explorer? Do you want to get along with the builder? And do you want to get along with the negotiators? It sounds like a pigeon holling, but we have an evolved personality for good reason. We are subtle and flexible, but not so subtle and flexible. Finally, I have a chapter on the companion of the heart, the companion of the soul. For example,
negotiators really need intimacy and have a specific definition of what it is - talk directly about your feelings. I can't get it from a director friend. Or my Explorer friend. I asked the man I was inging with, What's intimate with you? He said, Read in bed at night. So, even though I don't feel it, I need to train myself to realize that he's giving me intimacy. I like it when
he reads to me in bed at night, but it's not my intimacy. You ask me what we are going to get out of here. Are we just giving these types of biology?No — we are trying to provide tools so that we can reach users. So, keep faith and respect, learn to find frogs to avoid unless you like kissing frogs (it's possible) and !!!  
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